READING LIST | Fantasy for Teens

1. Tomi Adeyemi - *Children of Blood and Bone*
2. Alexandra Christo - *To Kill a Kingdom*
3. Leigh Bardugo - *Shadow and Bone*
4. Traci Chee - *The Reader*
5. Cinda Williams Chima - *Graceling*
6. Kristin Cashore - *Flamecaster*
7. Alwyn Hamilton - *Rebel of the Sands*
8. Sara Holland - *Everless*
9. Laini Taylor - *Reign of the Fallen*
10. Kendare Blake - *Three Dark Crowns*
11. Sarah J. Maas - *Throne of Glass*
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- **The Novice** by Taran Matharu
- **Flame in the Mist** by Renée Ahdieh
- **Caraval** by Stephanie Garber
- **Sabriel** by Garth Nix
- **Truthwitch** by Susan Dennard
- **An Ember in the Ashes** by Sabaa Tahir
- **Tess of the Road** by Rachel Hartman
- **Falling Kingdoms** by Morgan Rhodes
- **The Winner's Curse** by Marie Rutkoski
- **The Cruel Prince** by Holly Black
- **Sky in the Deep** by Adrienne Young
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